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Abstract 

Field guides are a historically significant asset to studying culture, and field guides to fantasy 

worlds act as a means of better understanding worldbuilding. As a creative writer, worldbuilding 

is an essential component of my process, and creating a physical field guide to the fantasy 

kingdom of my novels combines my love of imaginative writing, crafting, and tactile learning. 

Through the combination of researching other fantasy and mythology field guides, assembling 

materials into carefully curated pages, and editing my aesthetic design choices, I created the 

basis for a rich, interactive field guide as a companion to my tribology of novels. The books are 

targeted toward children and young adult readers, and because these demographics learn well 

through tactile stimulation, I chose to include a multitude of fold out booklets, textural scraps, 

envelopes, and fabrics to keep readers engaged with the material. Ultimately, this field guide 

project not only challenged my abilities as a writer and artist, but also enhanced my own 

understanding of the world and my learning style. 

 

Video Walkthrough of the Field Guide 

I wanted to keep the physical copy of my field guide to continue creating pages, so I recorded a 

video walking through each of the pages and discussing the worldbuilding and tactile elements. 

My YouTube account has a fifteen-minute limit on videos, so I edited together fifteen minutes of 

footage detailing my creative choices for the project.  

Link: https://youtu.be/oWIG6szRUl0 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/oWIG6szRUl0
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Process Analysis Statement 

Introduction 

Among family and friends, I have always been known as the storyteller. Whether talking 

my grandparents’ ears off, or entertaining my cousins with wild bedtime stories, I fueled my 

drive to imagine. Unsurprisingly, I spent much of my childhood in pretend worlds, or more 

realistically, in my backyard. I relished summer afternoons exploring my backyard, imagining 

fairies in the saucer magnolia bush and dragons in the dilapidated wagons scattered among 

rustling trees. The rickety playhouse became my castle; loose sticks turned into swords and 

magic wands. On one such creative afternoon, I dreamt up a world that would change the course 

of my life, though I had no idea at the time. I created the kingdom of Anasandia at the age of 

seven as a way to play pretend, but over the last six years, I have cultivated that little spark into 

years of creativity. 

My passion for imagination lent itself well to telling stories, and I started doing that in the 

only way I knew how at the time: writing. My desk drawers are still stuffed with scribbled 

papers, notebooks chock full of loose ideas, and pencils used down to the nub. In the second 

grade, my teacher helped me expand that passion into skill, and after years of loving English 

classes and pouring my heart into words, I knew that I had to tell stories and bring beauty into 

the world. After starting a novel in middle school and finishing it my freshman year of high 

school (a mediocre, but very sentimental piece of juvenilia), I was looking for new book ideas. I 

decided to take inspiration from my childhood imaginings, and now my pretend world has 

blossomed into an entire in-progress trilogy of fantasy novels: Adventures in Anasandia. 
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For the last six years, I have been brainstorming plots, developing characters, and 

designing a captivating world, and though worldbuilding is one of my favorite aspects of 

storytelling, I had never consolidated and refined my assemblage of ideas. As an avid reader of 

fantastical field guides, I have always been fascinated by making fantasy come to life on the 

page. Field guides for fictional universes often include information about the setting’s 

environment, inhabitants, flora, fauna, history and culture. These field guides do not elaborate on 

the plot of the novels, but rather expand the universes and provide additional worldbuilding 

content. Interactivity is an important aspect of such guides because it enhances readers’ 

engagement with the text. Opening envelopes, using pull tabs, and feeling the interesting textures 

of included scraps inspire a sense of childlike wonder, and so, I decided to undertake making a 

field guide for my creative honors thesis project. Though there are many ways to approach 

creating a field guide, I went into this project with the intention of constructing a physical book 

of cultural writings, visuals, examples of geography, relevant textural scraps, and stories of 

myths and legends—all of which combine to enrich readers’ imaginative experiences and 

provide information in unique ways. 

The above image is a scroll I created while playing pretend in the magical kingdom. My 

attempt to create another language translates to: “by Addison Paul, Queen of Anasandia.” 
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After much deliberation and planning, I decided to make my creative thesis project a field 

guide based on my in-progress trilogy of books. My love for writing and passion for this story is 

part of what drove me to choose creative writing as my major when first coming to Ball State, 

and I am proud and excited to continue this goal throughout my college education. As a creative 

writing major, I want to combine my love of storytelling with my desire for crafting and creating 

art. I am interested in both creating beauty with words along with visuals, and though I am not 

the most talented visual artist, I also want to expand upon my crafting skills in addition to 

wordsmithing skills. Worldbuilding is my favorite aspect of storytelling, and after taking 

Professor Dalton’s handcrafting colloquium, I knew I could bring elements of creative literature 

and handcrafting together. 

As a student employee of the Ball State Digital Corps, I have spent the past four years 

learning about writing for the web and creating digital content. This experience has prepared me 

to go into a digital industry—especially considering the lack of physical, in-person work during 

the pandemic. I am thankful for that knowledge and experience, though I also find myself 

craving the familiarity of tactile work. With the rise of advanced, widespread technologies, many 

people are feeling more and more disconnected with the physical world. I must include myself in 

that group, and I certainly rely too much on technology for entertainment, information, and 

creativity. Creating something physical, such as an interactive field guide, brings the sensations 

of learning through touch back into creative projects. Though I love writing my fantasy series 

and describing scenes and settings, I want something tactile to engage with, and I believe that 

readers could benefit from the project as well. In a digital age, tactile creation is becoming a lost 

art, and I dedicated my thesis to exploring the importance of combining writing, visuals, and 

textural or interactive elements to enhance the immersive experience of a fantasy world. 
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Research and Planning 

 Over the past few years, I have developed the kingdom of Anasandia into a rich and 

vibrant world, but including every little detail in the novels makes for a laborious read. Creating 

this field guide will not only help me organize my wealth of ideas, but also provide a space for 

the tidbits of Anasandian information that do not belong in the novels. For context, however, I 

will explain the premise of the series to further inform the field guide content: 

Acelyn Lladnek is heir to the Anasandian throne, but struggles with the societal 

expectations placed upon female rulers in her family. After discovering her magical 

earth powers, she and her new friend Jaemyss work to push back against the 

monarchy’s antiquated values. Jared Nakamura is heir to nothing and longs for 

adventures beyond high school and his California town. Everything changes when he 

saves an elf’s life and vows to get her back to Anasandia to warn her people of a rising 

threat: the sorcerer Roaxathorne. A magic portal connects the two worlds, binding 

together a rag-tag band of young adults—both Anasandian and American—to discover 

their elemental powers, bring dragons back into the world, fulfill an ancient prophecy, 

and defeat darkness. 

 Though the field guide will not contain any of this information, knowing the plot of the 

novels provides a background for understanding my honors thesis project and the research I have 

done for the field guide. While I do have specific sources for the project, much of my research is 

influenced by life experiences. From learning about geographic individuality in environmental 

science classes, to exploring diverse cultures in world history classes, I take a lot of inspiration 

from my education. Additionally, I use my favorite fantasy media as a basis for worldbuilding. 

The Harry Potter and Percy Jackson books spark ideas about magic and powers, while the Lord 
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of the Rings films and Game of Thrones television show are excellent examples of setting. I look 

to Greek and Egyptian mythology for cultural and religious inspiration, especially from the 

beautiful illustrations in Treasury of Greek Mythology: Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, 

Heroes & Monsters. I even pull knowledge from my experience as a camp counselor at a zoo to 

think up fantastical creatures. 

 In addition to content research, I also researched other field guides and graphic materials 

to learn about the design process. I have amassed a large collection of fantasy field guides over 

the years, and I analyzed two of my favorites to get ideas about how to incorporate visuals and 

interactive elements. Based on the Spiderwick Chronicles children’s book series, Arthur 

Spiderwick’s Field Guide to the Fantastical World Around You contains detailed descriptions 

and drawings of creatures and their habitats. This guide is a good example of defining a clear 

aesthetic for the project and incorporating visuals. For example, the sketchy illustrations and 

combination of field note cards and handwritten documents emulate the rustic, aged aesthetic I 

want to create. Conversely, Wizardology: The Book of the Secrets of Merlin inspired me with its 

many interactive elements, such as envelopes, feathers and fabrics, foldable charts, and miniature 

stories within the text. Though the philosophical graphic novel What It Is is not fantasy-related, it 

uniquely blends text and visuals through carefully-arranged pages full of paper scraps, written 

notes, photos, stamps, and coins, and acts as a sort of field guide to life and memory, all of which 

aided in my research and design processes. 

 Ultimately, one the most significant resources I worked with was The Imaginary World 

of…, a do-it-yourself journal for worldbuilding. This journal is filled with pages of prompts for 

developing an imaginary world, from “Create a Wardrobe,” to “Create Historical Artifacts,” to 

“Document the Plant Life.” After acquiring the journal in 2015, I have gradually filled out pages 
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with ideas, sketches, magazine cut-outs, and notes, and The Imaginary World of… is a primary 

database of information for the book series (along with several Pinterest boards and folders on 

my phone and Google Drive). I referred to the journal while choosing specific Anasandian 

realms, cultures, and myths to include in the field guide, and it is exciting to bring scribbles from 

those pages into a more cohesive, aesthetically-focused creation. Below are examples of 

preparation work I have done in The Imaginary World of…: 

          

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

An early design of the Anasandian map that 

I painted in 2015. While this version 

incorporates color, the updated map in the 

field guide more accurately depicts 

Anasandian geography. I based the above 

design on tapestry styles, detailing the 

environment of each region in mixed 

perspectives. The updated design is inspired 

by maps at the beginning of fantasy novels 

and labels specific Anasandian realms 

while indicating climates based on color. 

Sketches and notes for Anasandian 

artifacts, specifically tokens connected to 

the magic of each element. Because of the 

Anasandian creation myth explained in the 

field guide, the culture values the four 

elements (Earth, Air, Fire, and Water) as 

religious symbols. Each token corresponds 

to an element, a patron realm, and one of 

the Dragons Four. The field guide features 

the sun and moon rings of Sola and Luna 

on the Desert of the Hanging Sun page.  
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These two pages show fashion samples from various realms in Anasandia. The left page 

depicts a peasant dress (left) as well as a royal gown (right), and an envelope containing 

more wardrobe designs, all created by me. The right page shows possible textiles from 

each Anasandian region, concept sketches and notes, and outfit inspiration I collected 

from Pinterest and magazines. In this statement, I discuss my passion for crafting and 

working with textiles, so developing a rich array of cultural styles is was important for my 

planning process. After years of watching Project Runway, analyzing cinematic costume 

design, and learning about how textiles and clothing vary from culture to culture, I am 

excited to merge my love fashion with my writing skills and fantasy worldbuilding. 
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Above are drawings and specifications for 

the adorned and accomplished hands. As a 

part of the Anasandian coronation 

ceremony, the adorned and accomplished 

hands practice represents the dichotomy of 

successfully ruling a kingdom: hard work 

and sacrifice vs. abundance and tradition. 

The future ruler’s dominant hand represents 

their feats of courage and dedication to the 

people, displaying tokens of 

accomplishment and bravery. The future 

ruler’s non-dominant hand represents the 

monarchy and relationships with each of the 

realms under their rule, displaying jewelry 

and tokens from each region of Anasandia. 

The future ruler takes vows with each hand 

to show their commitment to the kingdom. 

The Lost Isles of Light are legendary, 

spiritual places in Anasandian history. In 

the creation myth of Anasandia, the light 

goddess, Eeo, sacrifices herself to save 

her children. Already weakened from 

battling the god of darkness, Noktu, she 

gives the dragons her light powers in the 

form of fire, and in doing so falls from the 

heavens. The Lost Isles of Light are said 

to be the remains of her godly form and 

can only be found in the afterlife. If a 

departed soul swims the perilous seas of 

light and finds the isles, they could 

attempt the Trials of Light, impossibly 

difficult obstacles on each of the three 

isles. Completing the trials awakens Eeo’s 

spirit and the soul could earn a godly gift. 
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Creation Process 

              After researching source material and the importance of field guides, I began working 

on initial designs for the actual field guide pages. In my preparations for the physical crafting 

process, I decided to focus on color palettes, layouts, and tactile elements for each of the pages. 

Establishing my vision prior to working with the physical materials helped me edit my concepts 

and experiment with ideas that worked best for the project. To select color palettes, I decided to 

give the pages a natural, rustic feel by incorporating colors aligning with the environments and 

stories as well as earthy tones with browns, tans, and deep yellows. For example, the Hushed 

Mountains page incorporates white, blue, and gray to emulate cold temperatures and snowy 

landscapes. Additionally, I came up with a general bank of ideas for tactile elements, which I 

later applied to each of the pages based on the content I wrote for them. 
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               To lower the costs and environmental impact of my project, I chose to make digital 

mockups of the field guide pages using the design website Canva. Canva allowed me to select 

specific colors and patterns, pull some pre-existing clip art to use for references for elements, and 

plan layouts with the ability to easily rearrange my concepts. During the process of designing the 

page mockups, Professor Dalton and I discussed limiting the designs from two pages per section, 

to one page per section, to allow me to focus on intricacy and small details. Experimenting with 

digital layouts helped me find the right balance of textual information and illustrative content to 

make the field guide academically and visually appealing. Though my finished pages may not 

look exactly like the digital mockups, these preliminary designs made the creation process run 

more smoothly.  

 

 

As seen above, Canva’s user friendly format allowed me to include graphics, backgrounds, 

and filler text to plan page layouts. This design for the Hill Country page showcases my initial 

ideas for text and visuals. To convey earthy tones, I chose greens, browns, and rustic yellows 

for the color scheme of this page. I wanted to highlight an array of magical creatures native to 

this environment, providing naturalistic documentation of wildlife, so I selected four diverse 

creatures and set them in a comparison chart, much like a researcher would in a field guide. 
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This image displays the final product of the Hill Country page, showing how I expanded upon 

my initial designs with depth and detail. The final design shows my own, admittedly juvenile, 

illustrations paired with scrawling text in the appearance of a field researcher taking notes 

about the flora and fauna. Additionally, I included pressed and dried leaves as textural scraps, 

as well as a collection of seeds, acorn caps, a lichen, and embroidered moss to enhance the 

natural feel and provide additional three-dimensional elements to the page. 
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Top: The Desert of the Hanging Sun page layout utilizes warm colors and graphics of important 

elements, such as the sun, moon, and jewels. Bottom: The Hushed Mountains page layout 

utilizes cool colors as well as a mountain design and map markers to emulate cartographical 

documentation and connect the significance of maps in fantasy texts and field guides. 
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             I approached my materials acquisition process in two ways: seeking out specific 

materials necessary to the construction of the field guide, such as the base paper for my pages 

and the binding of the book, and randomly gathering materials, whether by walking the aisles of 

JOANN’s and Michael’s and picking out whatever called to me, or rummaging through my 

packed craft boxes and cabinets to find applicable materials. For the base pieces of the field 

guide, I looked at several physical and online stores for a variety of journals, scrapbooks, and 

binders that might fit the field guide aesthetic, and selected a simplistic, yet rustic scrapbook and 

corresponding pages. The brown tones of both the cover and the pages best emulated the worn, 

fantasy style I wanted to create, and the stitched leather appearance of the binding felt the most 

natural for my target aesthetic. Additionally, I curated a collection of specialty materials that fit 

with the same target aesthetic, gathering twine, fabric scraps, gold and silver paint, embroidery 

thread, and plant matter that enrich the field guide aesthetic. Of course, I also used some more 

basic craft supplies, such as colored cardstock paper, glue, scissors, water color paints, colored 

pencils, and markers. 

            Throughout the last year of working on my thesis, I merged the asset creation and page 

assembly processes so that I was simultaneously creating specific pieces for the pages and laying 

them out. Asset creation and page assembly go hand in hand, and this process took up the most 

significant portion of my time spent on the project. While it would have been easier and more 

efficient to produce digital assets, I wanted to focus on creating tactile elements for the field 

guide to enhance the authenticity of the project. I could have typed up sections and printed them 

out to paste on the guide pages, but I wanted to hand-write the text and create all other assets 

with my own hands.  
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             As I previously discussed, tactile learning is important for engaging readers, especially 

children, and I also think tactile creating was important for my own learning process. Because 

my trilogy of books is targeted toward children and young adults, I wanted create a project that 

would inspire childlike imagination and engage young readers. According to “Early Childhood: 

Kinesthetic-Tactile Learning,” a journal article published by the National Science Teachers 

Association, “much of what children learn comes through their skin,” and tactile education can 

“heighten children’s tactile-sensory awareness.” Physical arts are becoming more and more 

obsolete when it comes to entertainment and education, and I wanted this field guide to feel 

realistic and reminiscent of actual notes, illustrations, and scraps collected during field research. I 

am quite comfortable with handcrafting, and used my skills to embroider, braid, and sew assets 

for the field guide, giving it important tactile and textural elements. Illustrations, however, are 

not my area of expertise, and I struggled a bit more when designing creatures, plants, and even 

clothing samples. Though I have had formal visual art training in the past, I found that I was very 

out of practice and spent hours sketching and coloring the illustrative assets for the field guide. I 

wanted to push myself creatively, so I attempted both drawing and painting for this project, and 

personally, I think my watercolor work looks cleaner and more polished than the drawings. It 

was exciting to get out of my creative comfort zone, and I think the variety of visuals makes for a 

rich field guide—though I think I will collaborate with a more artistically-inclined creature 

designer for my future field guide plans. 
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Page Descriptions and Details 

 

Rolling Farmlands 

This page aligns well with my overall design 

themes, because it represents my vision for the 

Rolling Farmlands concept. For this page, I combined 

the green and brown color palette with a few more 

warm tones to add a couple pops of color and 

distinguish it from the Hill Country page. My main 

design themes for the Rolling Farmlands page were 

agriculture and earthiness, both of which represent 

the cultural and spiritual ideologies of the realm. I am pleased with how this page turned out 

because I like the unique appearance of the collage tree and rocky cave, which makes this page 

stand out from the other pieces. I also enjoy the details I put into the fabric swatch, from adding 

coloration and layers, to embroidery designs. 

Anasandian lion creature illustrated by 

Kallie Hunchman—my current concept 

artist and creature illustrator. 

My design of the creature. Though my skills are 

not as developed, the act of illustrating helped 

me learn more during the process. 
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The Hushed Mountains 

For the Hushed Mountains page, I tried to work 

with cool colors and use cultural elements of tribes 

native to cold, mountainous areas. I highlighted furs 

through my faux fur scrap acting as an animal pelt, and 

through my illustrations of Hushed Mountains fashion. 

Though this project tested my artistic abilities, I enjoyed 

designing the clothing in the flip book for this page. As 

an avid Project Runway fan, I grew up scribbling fashion 

designs in my notebooks, so I wanted to incorporate my passion for clothing and textiles into this 

page. Additionally, I included a small flipbook detailing the Anasandian myth of Süt, the 

goddess of winter. As a creative writer, I enjoyed getting to incorporate a small narrative within 

the overall world-building of the field guide. My thesis project is more culturally focused, so 

incorporating a narrative element helped me bring more of my degree and my major into the 

field guide. 

 

Hill Country 

 The Hill Country page has a very natural and almost fantasy forest feeling, which I think 

exemplifies my initial ideas for the page and the general aesthetic of both the novel and the field 
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guide. This page tested my artistic abilities, 

because the four creature illustrations took me out 

of my creative comfort zone. I worked with 

colored pencil and some gel pins to capture fine 

details, and though my skills align more with 

writing and handcrafting, it was fun and 

challenging to test a different creative skill. I 

enjoyed the small inclusions of natural, three-

dimensional elements on this page—the lichens and leaves—as well as the moss I embroidered 

to add further texture. As I continue to work on the field guide after graduating, I plan to expand 

the Hill Country page to include more text, because the page is largely visual. I might even work 

with my original plan for the field guide, which was to complete two pages per realm. 

 

Desert of the Hanging Sun 

As one of the first pages I worked on, this page 

is unique, and not quite in the same style as my other 

pages. The Desert of the Hanging Sun embodies 

warmth and wealth, so I conveyed those concepts 

through a brown, yellow, and orange color palette, with 

a hint of purple as a color often associated with royalty 

and riches. After first presenting the page in a thesis 

meeting, I decided to add a bit more detail to it by including gold accents in the header and 

around the borders. This page features many of the same sort of tactile elements, such as a 

flipbook, fabric swatches, and glued-in charms, but the layout is somewhat different in that this 
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page lacks paper backgrounds for the title and some of the text. Though I am still happy with the 

page, I would add more organized background sections to it if redoing the piece. 

 

Enchanted Valley 

 The Enchanted Valley page embodies my 

passion for handcrafting and textile arts, because 

the culture of the elves revolves around fabrics 

and details in clothing. For this page, I included 

an embroidery of a mountain scene, samples of 

threads “imbued with magic,” an embroidered 

tapestry on canvas, and a swatch of elegant fabric 

representing delicacy and fluidity—two strong 

qualities of this culture. This page fits more within my comfort zone as a creator, and I focused 

on more textiles rather than the illustrations of other pages. The Enchanted Valley page also 

combines cool colors with more subtle earth tones to convey the light, natural feeling of the 

realm. With cultural focuses on healing and soft magic, these colors and the flowing composition 

of the page enhance the tone of the landscape and its people. 
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Harbor Town 

 This page is inspired by the portrayal of 

Laketown in The Hobbit: The Desolation of 

Smaug, featuring a mixture of earthy and 

aquatic tones to emulate life by a cold sea. I 

wanted to practice more illustrations of 

creatures for this page, so I decided to include a 

column of aquatic animals and brief 

descriptions of them. Though this is a cold-

water climate, I incorporated elements of some tropical fish to play up the fantastical perception 

of the otherwise mundane realm. Fanning fins, bioluminescence, and combinations of tentacles 

and antennae make the creatures for this climate more unique and interesting. Though this page 

does not feature as many tactile or interactive elements as the previous one, I included a fabric 

scrap acting as a piece of a sail, as well as braided twine for the illusion of fishing ropes. 

Additionally, I wrote a sea shanty for the Harbor Town page, which involved listening to several 

old sea shanties on YouTube, and though I experimented with carrying a tune, I will need to 

enlist a musician to help write the notes. 
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Anasandian Pantheon 

 This page starts a new section of the field 

guide, focusing more on myth and religion than 

cultural landscapes. As the introductory page to 

the new section, I wanted to use this page to show 

the Anasandian gods in hierarchic scale. I depicted 

the two primordial gods, Eeo and Noktu, as the 

two largest pillars on either side of the painting, 

the next most powerful beings, the Dragons Four, 

in a line at the top of the page to indicate their importance, the three celestial sisters in the middle 

of the page to represent their central connections to the universe, and the last minor gods at the 

very bottom in a smaller scale. For this style, I wanted to go with a bright, yet basic and 

somewhat abstracted design for the figures, to emulate ancient paintings, convey the powers of 

the god, and accommodate my artistic abilities. 

 

Balance of Eeo and Noktu 

 As previously mentioned in the 

Anasandian Pantheon page, Eeo and Noktu are 

the two primordial and most powerful gods in 

Anasandian mythology. Eeo, the goddess of 

light balances Noktu, the god of darkness, and 

together they established the natural ebb and 

flow of the Anasandian universe. Because of 
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this dynamic, much of Anasandian religion is based on the idea of balance and how all forces 

connect with and check each other. This field guide page incorporates more of the usual tactile 

elements, including a braided rope signifying intertwined magic and laws of the world, as well as 

matching folding flaps for Eeo and Noktu to further detail their powers and significance. 

 

Dragons Four 

 Similarly to the previous page, this page 

details more information about Anasandian 

gods—in this case, the legendary Dragons Four. 

As the children of Eeo and Noktu, the Dragons 

Four possess great powers and used their gifts to 

create and shape the land of Anasandia. I used 

colors that coordinate with each dragon’s 

element to convey their powers—green for Ertus 

(earth), white for Artei (air), blue for Lu-Shishe (water), and red for Varrron (fire). Though this 

page does not have as many interactive components as other pages, the song helps provide 

cultural context about the dragon myth, and the three-dimensional scales incorporate texture. 

Using Shrinky Dinks, I designed each of the scales based on the dragons’ personalities. For 

example, Ertus’s look large and mossy, Artei’s resemble feathers, Lu-Shishe’s look like fish 

scales, and Varron’s are sharp and shiny. Of course, the scales would technically be larger on the 

actual dragons, but they have an accurate size ration to each other. 
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Concluding Wisdom 

 For the final page of the field guide, I 

chose to try working with acrylic paint to not 

only diversify the mixed media throughout the 

project, but also as a means of illustrating 

what Anasandian frescos might look like. I 

went with a very textural and painterly style 

for this piece, emphasizing brush strokes and 

partially blended colors to add depth. Because 

the rest of the field guide, and Anasandian religion and culture in general, are based in nature, I 

chose to paint a natural scene conveying multiple elements and a sense of enchantment. In the 

center of the archway, I included an Anasandian proverb about prosperity and abundance, which 

acts as a parting piece of cultural wisdom and wishing the reader well. Additionally, I wrapped 

up the field guide with further Anasandian wisdom, discussing the significance of balance and 

the importance of all beings in the grand scheme of the universe—a concept central to 

Anasandian mythology. 

 

Future Plans for the Project 

Throughout this project process, I have learned about how handcrafting and tactile 

elements can enhance the comprehension of ideas, as well as inspire creativity. Though I already 

enjoyed making crafts and planning the worldbuilding of my novels, combining both textural and 

three-dimensional art with creative writing techniques helped me further develop my narrative 

and my skills as a writer and creative. My thesis project kindled the kind of imagination that 
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inspired me to create the kingdom of Anasandia, and being able to work with a variety of 

materials and concepts helped stimulate my learning experience. I believe that creativity and the 

practice of making art are not only fulfilling for the artist, but it can also provide opportunities 

for readers and viewers to expand their horizons and connect with others in one of the most 

ancient forms: storytelling. Sharing stories is fundamental to human nature, and such creativity is 

not only beneficial for entertainment, but also help diversify media and foster empathy and 

understanding. As exemplified through Harry Potter merchandise and interactive theme parks, 

having multitudes of engaging material helps immerse readers in the fantasy world, and I tried to 

emulate that in my thesis project.  

In the future, I hope to continue adding to my field guide, because there are many more 

realms, historical and cultural facts, and mythological ideas to expand upon. Though I have 

completed a solid year’s worth of work on the field guide, I could still add realm pages about the 

Tarbür Mountains, the Wei Tah Peninsula, the Shedrew Swamp, and specific cities within some 

of the realms already detailed in the project. Additionally, I wrote a descriptive creation myth 

about Anasandia, including the primordial guides, the creation of the kingdom, the celestial 

sisters, and how the primordial gods eventually fell from grace. I hope to add the entire creation 

myth to the field guide in the style of an illustrated children’s storybook, and to continue 

building upon the foundational research and worldbuilding in the field guide. I also hope to 

eventually collaborate with an artist to create more professional illustrations and work on an 

official guide as a companion to my fantasy series.  

Furthermore, with this project, my trilogy, and all other creative works, I want to inspire 

children and provide imaginative representation to the world. Of course, I hope to complete my 

first novel soon and pursue publishing opportunities, and then I plan to write and release the 
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other two novels along with an official field guide. This thesis project has helped me further 

develop my story and my creative writing abilities, and I wish to apply the inspiration and 

imagination from this project to my writing as a whole. One of my main goals as an author is to 

bring magic into the world, and to show the importance of diversity and representation in the 

media I create, and this field guide thesis project exhibits and works toward that goal. At the 

culmination of my undergraduate career, I am proud of the creativity, dedication, and thought put 

into my education and this project in particular, and I want to further that experience through 

continued creativity and higher education. 
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Annotated Bibliography 

Barry, Lynda. What It Is. Montreal: Drawn & Quarterly, 2008. 

After reading this self-help creative exploration graphic novel in my Honors 203 course, I 

fell in love with Barry’s creativity and vivid imagination. Barry’s What It Is inspired me to 

carefully plan details, not only for the text of the field guide, but for visual details throughout 

each page. Each page of What It Is bursts with tidbits, paper scraps, notes, and miscellaneous 

relevant items, and I hope to put the same amount of attention to detail into my field guide. I 

think details and the arrangement of a page in a field guide is extremely important to the overall 

feel of the book, and I think details are one of my strengths as a creative writer. Barry’s work not 

only provides visual inspiration, but also teaches me about the creation process and how to 

conceptualize and analyze my written and artistic ideas. Her notes on exploring memory and 

artistic expression will help me craft my reflection paper. 
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Black, Holly. DiTerlizzi, Tony. Arthur Spiderwick’s Field Guide to the Fantastical World 

 Around You. Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2005. 

After avidly reading the Spiderwick Chronicles book series as a child, I devoured Arthur 

Spiderwick’s Field Guide to the Fantastical World Around You, a companion text to the book 

series. Not only does this book hold a special place in my heart, but it also sets a near-perfect 

example of the aesthetic, detail, and authenticity I hope to achieve in my project. The 

combination of textual information and illustrations provides context as well as engaging visuals, 

and I hope to emulate the rustic design of this guide, though with a few more colorful inclusions. 

While this guide does not feature nearly as many tactile elements and interactive components as 

Wizardology:The Book of the Secrets of Merlin, it still provides an excellent example of 

designing, writing about, and categorizing magical creatures. 

 

“Early Childhood: Kinesthetic-Tactile Learning.” Science and Children, vol. 19, no. 4, 1982, pp. 

 54–55. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/43148597. Accessed 15 Apr. 2021. 

My trilogy of fantasy books is for children and young adults, so I believe it is important 

to base design elements for the field guide on educational childhood research. Young readers 

learn from engaging with fantasy worlds, and incorporating tactile pieces with text can enhance 

the educational experience of reading. “Early Childhood: Kinesthetic-Tactile Learning” 

illuminates the importance of touch and learning through action, and while this article speaks 

mostly to science education, the theories translate to entertainment as well. 

 

Hamilton, Edith. Mythology: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes. Little, Brown and Company, 

 1942. 
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After reading Hamilton’s Mythology for a project my freshman year of high school, I 

didn’t fully appreciate her detailed writing style and presentation of myths. As a senior in 

college, however, I can better appreciate her body of work. Hamilton’s Mythology is an excellent 

reference for mythological stories, and I can take additional inspiration from how she presents 

ancient tales. Much like Barry’s What It Is, I hope to use Hamilton’s text as inspiration for the 

detail and the depth of my mythological concepts. 

 

Napoli, Donna Jo. Treasury of Greek Mythology: Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Heroes & 

 Monsters. National Geographic Children’s Books, 2011. 

I take much inspiration from mythology, especially Greek mythology, when it comes to 

world building and crafting creation myths for my fantasy novel. I love the concepts of gods and 

goddesses as overseers of nature, and use that concept to explain nature and attribute powers to 

primordial beings in my novel. Napoli’s book not only discusses Greek myths, but also features 

beautiful illustrations, which help portray the ancient stories. I want to use this illustrative 

method to convey information both textually and visually in my field guide, and though my 

project will be structurally different from Napoli’s treasury, I want to engage readers visually 

and add hand-painted or hand-drawn works to my guide. 

 

Smith, Keri. The Imaginary World of… Penguin Books, 2014. 

Similar to Keri Smith’s series of Wreck This Journals, this book is designed for the 

reader to also write in, draw, paste, and ideate on its pages. The book initially describes ways to 

spark creativity and get imaginative juices flowing, and then each page or pair of pages prompts 

the owner to create another aspect of their own imaginary world. I purchased this book in 2015, 
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and have since been filling pages with concepts for the fantasy kingdom of Anasandia, including 

religions, landscapes, and cultural fashions. This book is an excellent source of planning material 

and ideas for my current field guide project, and the years of drawings, maps, magazine 

clippings, and taped-in notebook papers provide a solid basis for creating a cleaner, well 

rounded, and up to date edition of my world building research. 

 

Steer, Dugald. Wizardology: The Book of the Secrets of Merlin. Massachusetts: Candlewick 

 Press, 2005. 

This field guide first enchanted me as a child when I purchased it at my elementary 

school’s book fair, and I remember many nights laying on my bedroom floor and getting lost in 

the magic of the world a field guide brings to life. I loved Steer’s fantastical tales coupled with 

illustrator Yvonne Gilbert’s artwork and the tactile elements of the book (tarot cards, pop up 

cards, envelopes of feathers, and small books within the book). I want to imbue my guide with 

magic, youthful imagination, and tactile details to engage readers. I love the idea of learning and 

experiencing stories through touch, and I think Steer’s field guide perfectly illustrates how I want 

to incorporate elements of touch in my project. 


